
Our growing company is looking for a services solution architect. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for services solution architect

Be responsible for major and complex assignments with long-term business
implications
Must have the ability to work with multiple computing platforms, including
hardware and software
Defines and owns portfolio architecture blueprint and information
repositories, provide governance support
Support and drive the IT technical decomposition of Process Backlogs and
User Stories for a technical implementation
Be a point of contact for internal and external technical stakeholders
Lead and guide young developer talents within the scrum teams
Solution Architect (Network) is responsible for understanding, reviewing and
validating client requirements to in turn, develop fit for purpose infrastructure
solutions
Have some experience in and the aptitude to quickly learn how to use,
manage and maintain cost estimation models for infrastructure equipment,
software, associated maintenance and the installation project effort
Must be able to solve problems independently to meet requirements, project
and service delivery objectives such as features and functions, SLA targets,
KPI, project timelines, and project budgets
Advise the client on their options and guide the client where such guidance is
requested or warranted (in the interests of the client)

Example of Services Solution Architect Job
Description
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Work in conjunction with the Product Manager on the creation and
refinement of user stories manage scope and risk
Bachelor’s Degree in computer science, engineering, information technology
or related field, or equivalent work experience
Exposure to a process improvement discipline
Experience providing direction to architects
Absolute confidence with technology and technical architectures, practical
adaptation and functional deployment of enterprise technology solutions
Success in consultative/complex technical sales and deployment projects
(where necessary, managing various stakeholder relationships to get
consensus on solution/projects


